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Arthur's Really Helpful Bedtime Stories
Even though she has not been invited to the party, D.W. manages to save Arthur from having to kiss Francine.
Arthur has to write a story as a homework assignment and keeps changing his idea of what to write as he talks to his friends.
"A collection of memorable scenes, quotes, and lessons from the Arthur series of books and television shows that explores the ups and downs of life"-A classic Arthur Adventure- now on CD! What makes a story entertaining? That's the question Arthur asks himself when Mr. Ratburn gives a creative writing assignment to his class. When D.W. yawns through Arthur's first story, he worries that his tale isn't exciting
enough. Is the setting too humdrum? Maybe he needs to research his subject more thoroughly. Or perhaps humor is the key to creating a lively tale! With every new angle, Arthur's story takes one more hilarious step further away from his original idea - but is the end
result really the tale he wants to tell? Kids will love listening along as Marc Brown reads this classic Arthur story.
Arthur's First Kiss
Believe in Yourself: What We Learned from Arthur
Best of Uncle Arthur's Bedtime Stories
The Good Sport
Johnny's Pants and Other Stories

The perfect bedtime treat for all Arthur fans. This collection includes classic stories such as The Princess and The Pea and Puss in Boots, and tales of budding bravery such as Buster and the Beanstalk.
Arthur fans will love this special collection of classic stories - available together for the first time in this handsomely designed treasury. Read along as everyone's favorite aardvark embarks upon six of his most popular adventures: Arthur's Underwear, Arthur's
Lost and Found, Arthur's Teacher Moves In, Arthur Writes a Story, Arthur's TV Trouble, and Arthur's Computer Disaster. With new cover artwork and a trim size that lends itself to shared lap time reading, this is a must-have addition to every Arthur lover's
bookshelf.
Francine and Arthur find out about sportsmanship during a soccer tournament.
Francine and Muffy are good friends until Muffy lets Francine take the blame for cheating on a test.
A Lullaby of Love for Arthur
Arthur Good Sports Chapter
Arthur's Lost Puppy
123 Monster Parade
Arthur and D.W. don't know what's wrong with Baby Kate when they take her to the neighborhood fair--but Pal the puppy does. Full color. of word stickers.
D.W. is nervous about having her first school fire drill so Arthur helps her to practise for it. He shows her all the things to do in an emergency and, in turn, D.W. shows the whole family - even in the middle of the night.
This bedtime story is personalized for any child named ARTHUR. If you would like this sleep book personalized for a different name than ARTHUR, please visit LiveWellMedia.com. A LULLABY OF LOVE FOR ARTHUR is one of our personalized books,
bedtime stories and sleep stories. In this beautiful sleep book, musical animals play a lullaby for the star of the story. In addition, this personalized book features fun rhymes; adorable illustrations; and gratitude for kids. Why gratitude? Because studies show
that giving thanks can make kids happier. In fact, an attitude of gratitude can improve sleep too. For this reason, we have filled this bedtime story with gratitude for kids. If you're looking for ways of teaching kids gratitude, then A LULLABY OF LOVE is
perfect. Give as personalized gifts for kids and personalized baby gifts. This sleep book also features sweet and funny rhymes. Did you know that studies show a connection between rhyming and reading preparedness? Not only that, rhyming is fun! The
playfulness of rhymes adds to kids' enjoyment of reading and learning. In addition, personalized books can make a powerful and positive impact on kids. On the whole, name repetition can boost attention and self-esteem in kids. All in all, bedtime stories and
sleep stories make an essential part of a child's bedtime routine. In fact, bedtime stories nourish a positive attitude toward sleep. If you want to give a gift of love with gratitude for kids, consider A LULLABY OF LOVE. Customer Reviews for Personalized
Books and Bedtime Stories by Suzanne Marshall "Put a smile on your child's face with this book! This is such a great book! It repeats my grandson's name on each page. It's an awesome bedtime story; he looks forward to it! Well worth the $19.99 !" ~ Lyn
"Sweet book for sweet child! Perfect little book for my grandson Emmett. I love the sentiment it conveys. We read it together often!" ~ Patty "It's the perfect gift for the parents who have everything!" ~ Mirta V. "You will not be disappointed. Awesome book!" ~
DD "The book is wonderfully sweet with beautiful illustrations. My granddaughter's new favorite." ~ Reese "Just so personal and sweet. Highly recommend." ~ LM "Awesome book and story! Will buy again! My friend loved it for her new daughter! I will buy
again for next Baby shower invite!" ~ R. Fly "It was just perfect for the granddaughter! Love it!" ~ Debra N. "My little one loves his book." ~ Hannah Such a great & personalized baby gift!" ~ TCS More personalized book reviews can be found at
LiveWellMedia.com Teaching kids gratitude rocks! According to research, gratitude can improve sleep and boost happiness. As a result, teaching kids gratitude can benefit their overall well-being. In fact, teaching kids gratitude can lead to lower rates of
depression and stress in children. So, how do you go about teaching kids gratitude? Read A book for teaching kids gratitude and nourishing an attitude of gratitude for kids. Keywords: bedtime stories; sleep stories; sleep book; personalized baby gifts;
lullabies for kids; gratitude for kids; personalized books; personalized kids books; personalized children's books; personalized gifts; gifts for kids; personalized books for kids; personalized bedtime story; personalized gifts for kids; teaching kids gratitude;
bedtime stories for kids.
Halloween has Arthur spooked! When his little sister wanders off into the scariest house on the street, Arthur has to find the courage to go in and save her. Will Arthur and D.W. make it out alive?
Uncle Arthur's bedtime stories
Arthur's TV Trouble
Arthur's Halloween
A Bedtime Story for Arthur
Arthur Turns Green
Ten classic tales, including "The Emperor's New Clothes," Puss in Boots," and "The Frog Prince," are retold with Arthur the aardvark and his friends as the characters in the stories.
Arthur is plainly worried about the new baby expected at his house, but his plucky kid sister, D. W. is delighted. While D. W. learns how to diaper and helps her mother pack for the
hospital, Arthur keeps his distance. But one day, when D.W. has to ask for Arthur's help to keep Baby Kate from crying, he steps in and learns that the new addition to his family isn't so
bad after all. Kids will love reading along as Marc Brown reads this favorite Arthur Adventure.
SERIES DESCRIPTION: These books are packed with learning, play, and stickers galore. Arthur sets out to teach his little sister D.W. all the things she wants to know. But it's got to be on
D.W.'s terms--not the same old workbook setup. Arthur creates a classroom of imagination. The upper half of each page consists of simple crayon exercises, with lines to practice letters and
numbers and other simple activities. The lower half is a full-color "sticker screen" where young children can stick sturdy stickers to complete the picture. "Arthur's Really Helpful
Workbooks" are "really" helpful, teaching preschool kids all the skills they'll need to start school. Arthur imagines a world full of silly monsters for D.W. and kids to count--monsters
with blocks, monsters with socks, monsters at the doctor, and even little tiny pink and frilly monsters in D.W.'s purse!
Arthur finds a lost duckling and wants to keep him. But he soon discovers what it really means to be kind to animals.
Arthur's Really Helpful Word Book
An Arthur Adventure
Arthur and the Best Coach Ever
UNCLE ARTHUR'S BEDTIME STORIES
A Confederacy of Dunces
The stories in this booklet are but a cross section of the more than 400 stories that comprise the 10 volumes of: The Bible story.
Winner of the Pulitzer Prize “A masterwork . . . the novel astonishes with its inventiveness . . . it is nothing less than a grand comic fugue.”—The New York Times Book Review A Confederacy of Dunces is an American comic
masterpiece. John Kennedy Toole's hero, one Ignatius J. Reilly, is "huge, obese, fractious, fastidious, a latter-day Gargantua, a Don Quixote of the French Quarter. His story bursts with wholly original characters,
denizens of New Orleans' lower depths, incredibly true-to-life dialogue, and the zaniest series of high and low comic adventures" (Henry Kisor, Chicago Sun-Times).
A BEDTIME STORY FOR ARTHUR is one of our personalized books with positive affirmations for kids. In this sweet and soothing story, sleepy animals say goodnight one by one to ARTHUR, and help ARTHUR prepare for sleep. This
beautiful picture book is filled with gentle rhymes and calming blue pictures. READ BOOK ONLINE or order a DIFFERENT NAME for your personalized bedtime story @ www.LiveWellMedia.com. Our bedtime stories are designed with
sleep affirmations and gentle rhymes to relax the mind and body; and nourish a positive attitude toward bedtime. Research shows that positive affirmations can have positive effects, especially when we're under pressure
and stress. In addition, this bedtime story is illustrated in shades of BLUE. Studies show that the color blue has a calming effect, and can even lower our blood pressure. CUSTOMER REVIEWS for Personalized Books by
Suzanne Marshall Adorable & Uplifting! I got this book for a friend's son and they absolutely loved it! I browsed through it, and the pictures are adorable. The message is very positive. I would recommend this book to
anyone, but it does make a great gift! ~ Diana My twins give four thumbs up! Ms. Marshall has a gift for touching the hearts of her young readers, as well as those who are young at heart. ~ Leila, Luke & Sasha An amazing
gift! Everyone should have this book! The photos are bright and fun, full of life and love. This book would be a special gift for ANYONE young or old. We all need an extra reminder now and then of who and what makes the
most impact on our lives. ~ Anny My daughter has enjoyed every moment of your book. I see her eyes light up and her heart filled with warmth and love as I read each page. ~ Ami I just read this book and loved it! Although
it's written for children, anyone (young or old) can benefit from its wisdom. I firmly believe that affirmations make a big difference in the way we see the world. And this book is written is such a way that kids of all
ages will gain from it. ~ Jay My daughter was so excited when she got her new book in the mail! She read it to me right way. She loved the beautiful and bright and fun story and illustrations about the cute doggies. ~
Tammy I absolutely love these books! I am ordering a duplicate set. ~ Lauralee My 3.5 year old son received this book as a gift, but I have to say the affirmations spoke to me as well! You're never too old to be reminded
that you should love yourself and celebrate all that is great about you! As with all of this author's books the pictures are great, and we have as much fun looking at the pictures as we do reading. ~ Stephanie This book
has a warm, playful theme that kids will love, adults will feel good reading such positive affirmation for their kids to read over and over again. I highly recommend a copy for home and as a gift for loved ones! ~ Sarah
As a mom of two little girls, I'm pretty picky about their toys and books. My 2 year old likes dogs, but is a bit nervous around big dogs and loud dogs. This book has been effective at helping her to build confidence in
herself and around animals. What a great combination! ~ Amy Michael loves his book. I also purchased one for my 2 granddaughters Morgan and Reagan. I gave the books to them at Easter and they are really enjoying them.
They get very excited hearing their name. ~ Debbie
Marc Brown's chapter book series starring Arthur continues as he and his friends try to adjust to having a new soccer coach. Illustrations.
Personalized Bedtime Story
The True Story of Christopher Columbus
Arthur's Baby
Book OneArthur's lost duckling

Arthur takes D.W. on a journey of the imagination into outer space, where they visit the Dog Star, the Egg planet, even a Martian mall! Includes color stickers.
Arthur can't wait to hand out his birthday party invitations. But it turns out Muffy is having her party on the exact same day! All of his friends are split between the two parties so
Arthur and Francine hatch a clever scheme to make sure Arthur and Muffy have the best birthdays yet!
When Arthur starts talking about his school project involving a Big Green Machine, D.W. imagines a scary contraption that will turn everyone green.
The class competes at the Middle Ages Fair against another school they need to win the last event.
Personalized Book, Bedtime Story and Sleep Book
Good Night, D. W.
King Arthur
Arthur's Birthday
Uncle Arthur's Bedtime Stories
Bella has a bear named Arthur. Like other bears, he's soft and cuddly. Unlike other bears, Arthur knows karate and works tirelessly all night to protect Bella from monsters, dragons, slugs, and other things that lurk in the shadows. One
night, Arthur goes missing. Her mother, her father, and her little brother search high and low, but he is nowhere to be found. Will Bella ever find him again? Or can she find a way to be brave all on her own?
Arthur, his little sister D.W., and four of their friends search for his missing puppy, Pal, throughout the neighborhood
Arthur's an 8-year-old aardvark with a bossy, little sister, called D.W.. When he sees a TV ad for a doggy 'Treat Timer' he instantly wants one for Pal, his puppy. But unfortunately, having saved up enough money and bought it, Arthur finds
out things aren't always as good as they appear on TV.
When Arthur's little sister, D.W., has trouble falling asleep, everyone in the family offers suggestions that they hope will do the trick.
Arthur and the True Francine
ABC Reach for the Stars!
Bedtime Without Arthur
Arthur's Fire Drill
Arthur's Really Helpful Bedtime Stories

Arthur's Really Helpful Bedtime StoriesRandom House Books for Young Readers
Arthur and his friends introduce more than one thousand everyday vocabulary words in a picture word book that labels familiar objects in environments ranging from the zoo to Mom's office.
Reproduction of the original: The True Story of Christopher Columbus by Elbridge S. Brooks
Arthur doesn't believe that his little sister can really read, so he challenges her to prove it.
The World of Arthur and Friends
Uncle Arthur's Bedtime Stories, Vol. V
Arthur Writes a Story
Arthur's Neighborhood
Arthur's Reading Race [With Two Full Pages Of]
None of Arthur's friends wear glasses and his classmates tease him! But when he stops wearing them, he gets in all kinds of trouble. Maybe four eyes really are better than two.
Arthur's Eyes
ninth series
Bible Story
Book & CD
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